2018-19 Orientation Checklist
Instructions: Complete all steps prior to orientation
BRING THIS FORM AND OTHER DOCUMENTS NOTED BELOW TO YOUR
ORIENTATION SESSION
1. Review Orientation Packet and Policies:
 EvergreenHealth Strategic Plan Summary
 Hand Hygiene
 Handrub and Handwash
 Putting on and Taking off Personal Protection Equipment
 Interpretive Services
 Fall Prevention
 Emergency Codes
 Art of Caring
 SBAR
 Patient Bill of Rights
EvergreenHealth Policies:
 Code of Conduct
 Exposure to Blood and Body Fluid Management
 Immunity/Vaccination and Tuberculosis Screening Requirements
 Transmission based Isolation Precautions
 Specimen Labeling Flow Chart
 Work Restriction
 Dress Code
 Cell Phone Usage
 Social Media Use
2. Review EvergreenHealth IT Information:
Inpatient Cerner Navigation packet – For reference use in the units
3. Review EvergreenHealth Complying with HIPAA Module

Date
Completed

Bring items 4-7 below to your scheduled Orientation at EvergreenHealth
4. Complete EvergreenHealth HIPPA Assessment test
5. Complete RN Quiz
6. Complete EvergreenHealth Confidentiality and Security Agreement
7. Sign and date the attestation below and bring to EvergreenHealth Orientation



Attestation Statements:
I have completed the orientation requirements listed above.
I am confirming my commitment to integrity and my responsibility for following
EvergreenHealth’s Code of Conduct:
 I will follow EvergreenHealth’s Code of Conduct and will ask questions if I don’t
understand my responsibilities.
 I will report violations of the Code of Conduct and any other concerns to an
EvergreenHealth Supervisor, the Corporate Compliance Officer or the Corporate
Compliance Hotline (425.899.5599).
 I understand that EvergreenHealth has the right to take immediate corrective action if I
violate the Code of Conduct, up to and including termination of the use of its facilities.

Name (PRINT):___________________________ Nursing Program:______________________
Signature: ______________________________ Date: ________________________________
This document will be scanned to an electronic format and the original paper copy securely destroyed.

Complying with HIPAA

Lessons covered:
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Using and Disclosing PHI
Rights of Individuals
Securing PHI
Enforcement and Breach Notification

Introduction
Real People, Real Stories
When you visit the doctor’s office, you trust that the
information you provide will remain private and secure. You
expect that as your medical records pass through the hands of
dozens of employees—from registration to clinical staff to
billing—only those with a legitimate need to know will access
and use your information and that the integrity, availability,
and confidentiality is secured at every step.
Our patients and clients trust that we will treat their
information with the same care. But sometimes employee
carelessness or misguided intentions keep this from
happening. Check out what can happen when an individual's
health information isn't properly protected:

Medical Identity Theft
Recently, I received an Explanation of Benefits statement containing charges
for services I did not receive.
• It turns out that someone had accessed my health information and used
my insurance to pay for repeated office visits and treatments. It’s going to
take months to fix this!
Criminal Snoop
Rumor had it that a celebrity visited the Emergency Room in critical condition!
Curiosity got the best of me and I peeked into the ER files to see who it was
and what happened. I got excited and spread the gossip around.
• It turns out that snooping can be a criminal offense – shortly after, I was
fired, and the hospital was fined $250,000 for violating HIPAA. Even worse,
I could go to jail!
Fax Number Mishap
It was a hectic day and I needed to fax some medical billing information to a
client. In a rush, I typed in the wrong fax number and sent the information to
the wrong recipient.
• Apparently, the fax contained health information and my simple mistake
was the cause of a privacy breach and violated HIPAA.

HIPAA Overview
The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) grants
individuals the ability to access their Protected Health Information
(PHI) along with certain other rights. It also requires our organization
to establish policies and processes that ensure patients’ PHI is
protected and secure.
We follow HIPAA regulations because they're the law, but more so
because they protect our patients and customers, giving them legal
rights on who can access and use their PHI.
In this course, you'll learn more about how you can protect our
patients—and our organization—by following HIPAA regulations.

Course Objectives
Upon completing this course, you will be able to:
• Recognize the importance of HIPAA to individuals and our
organization.
• Define the rights of individuals and your responsibility to
ensure these rights are granted.
• Identify examples of PHI and how to protect its confidentiality
when using and disclosing it.
• Recognize the consequences for non‐compliant behaviors.
• Identify your responsibilities for reporting privacy and security
incidents.

Protected Health Information (PHI)
Protected Health Information (PHI) is any information that can be
used alone or in combination with other information to identify an
individual who is receiving healthcare services. HIPAA regulations
apply to all PHI, regardless of how it is communicated—whether it
is shared verbally, in writing, or through electronic methods.
PHI is data in healthcare records, demographic information, payment
information, insurance claims – the list is endless, so you must be careful
and mindful when accessing, using or disclosing information.

Help! What is PHI?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Names of patients and relatives
Postal addresses
Dates
Telephone and fax numbers
Email addresses
Social Security Numbers
Medical Record Numbers
Account numbers
Health plan beneficiary numbers
Certification/license numbers
Automobile VIN and serial numbers
Device identifiers and serial numbers
URLs and IP addresses
Biometric identifiers
Photographic images
Video recordings
Voice recordings

Your Responsibility
Everyone at our organization must comply with HIPAA regulations.
Including our vendors who handle any type of PHI to perform their
services for us.
PHI you obtain in the workplace may only be shared with others within
the organization when needed for them to perform their duties.
By following HIPAA regulations, you support our organization's
commitment to ensuring the security and privacy of PHI. By providing
high quality services that safeguard PHI, you also protect our
reputation, and help us avoid costly penalties, legal sanctions, and
litigation fees for violating the law.

Knowledge Check
Now you’ll have a chance to help employees comply with HIPAA in the workplace. Review
the following scenarios and determine the best action to take for each situation.

Scenario 1
Employee 1: “I’m worried about being liable for protecting PHI.”
Employee 2: “Oh, don’t worry! We don’t really have to worry about HIPAA
compliance, our managers handle that stuff.”
Is this accurate information:
• Yes, only those employees who directly handle PHI need to comply with
HIPAA.
• No, everyone, regardless of your role, needs to know and comply with
HIPAA.

Scenario 2
Employee: “Oh my gosh! You won’t believe who just had surgery
here!”
Can this employee share this information?
• Yes, this is general information and not PHI.
• No, this is PHI and it is against HIPAA to share.
Scenario 3
Employee: “Hmm, I wonder if I need to keep this patient billing
information secure…”
Does the employee need to protect this information?
• Yes, these records contain PHI.
• Yes, but only from people outside of their workplace.
• No, the information in these records is not confidential.

Knowledge Check Answer Key
Scenario 1: No is Correct. All employees are obligated to comply with
HIPAA and our organization’s Information Security and Privacy policies
and procedures.
Scenario 2: No is Correct. Any information pertaining to the
healthcare of an individual is PHI and cannot be shared or accessed
unless there is an authorized business need to know.
Scenario 3: Yes, these records contain PHI is Correct. Medical claim
forms, patient contact information, healthcare billing statements and
explanation of benefits forms all contain PHI and need to be
safeguarded from anyone who does not need them to perform their
duties.

Summary
You have completed this lesson providing an overview of HIPAA. Here are the
key points covered:
• HIPAA requires us to keep patients' information secure and private.
• PHI is information that can be used alone or in combination with other
information to identify an individual.
• HIPAA regulations apply to all PHI, regardless of the method in which it is
stored or communicated.
• Everyone is responsible for complying with HIPAA regulations and our
organization's Information Security and Privacy policies and procedures—
even if your job duties do not directly include working with PHI.

Using and Disclosing PHI
HIPAA Privacy Rule
HIPAA defines the permitted uses and disclosures of PHI. The
HIPAA Privacy Rule states that PHI can only be used and
disclosed to the minimum necessary for Treatment, Payment,
and Healthcare Operations purposes. The minimum
necessary standard requires us to evaluate our practices and
enhance safeguards as necessary to:
• Limit unauthorized or inappropriate access to PHI.
• Limit unauthorized disclosures of PHI.
Take a moment to learn more about the allowable purposes
for sharing PHI in Treatment, Payment, and Healthcare
Operations purposes.

Treatment
Treatment activities include:
• The provision, coordination, or management of
healthcare and related services among healthcare
providers or by a healthcare provider and a third party.
• Consultation between healthcare providers regarding
a patient.
• Referral of a patient from one healthcare provider to
another.

Payment
Payment activities include:
• Determining eligibility or coverage under a
healthcare plan and adjudication claims.
• Risk adjustments.
• Billing and collection activities.
• Reviewing healthcare services for medical necessity,
coverage, justification of charges, etc.
• Utilization review activities.

Healthcare Operations
Healthcare Operations activities include:
• Quality assessment and improvement activities.
• Underwriting and other activities related to
creating, renewing, and replacing health insurance
or benefits contracts.
• Medical review, legal, and auditing services.
• Business planning and development.
• Business management and general administrative
activities.

Use, Disclosure, and Request
The HIPAA Privacy Rule also regulates the use, disclosure, and request of PHI. Take a
moment to learn more about how these terms apply to your job functions.

Use

Refers to activities conducted in routine business activities. Only those
involved in the treatment, payment, or operations may share, apply, utilize, examine
or analyze PHI.

Disclosure

Refers to how PHI is shared between departments or outside of our
organization. It includes the release, transfer, access, or divulgence of PHI.
Disclosing PHI may be necessary for operational purposes but is subject to certain
limitations.

Request

Refers to any situation where an individual of our organization requests
and/or is requested to disclose PHI to an outside entity. Requests for PHI may be
necessary for operational purposes, but are subject to certain limitations.

Types of Disclosures
It is critical to understand the limitations around disclosing
PHI. Most disclosures fall into the following categories:
• Permitted disclosures for Treatment, Payment, and
Healthcare Operations.
• Disclosures following an “Opportunity to Object.”
• Disclosures required by law.
• Disclosures requiring authorization.
Take a moment to learn more about these types of disclosures
by reviewing the examples provided.

Permitted Disclosure for Treatment
“Another healthcare provider’s office called and wanted a patient’s PHI for
an upcoming appointment. Is this OK?”
• You can share information with other healthcare providers,
pharmacies, labs, etc who are involved in the patient’s care.

Permitted Disclosure for Payment
“I need to share a patient’s PHI with their insurance company for billing
purposes. Is this OK?”
• You can share information with the patient’s health plan in order to
obtain payment for the services provided.

Permitted Disclosure for Healthcare Operations
“The Quality Management department is requesting PHI to followup on a
complaint. Is this OK?”
• You can share information internally for healthcare operations
without any additional authorization.

Disclosures Following an Opportunity to Object
“A family member is requesting information on a patient. Since they’re family, I
can go ahead and share this.”
• Sharing information with a patient’s family and friends—or including a
patient in the facility directory—can occur only after the patient has been
given an opportunity to object or “opt‐out” of these types of disclosures.

Disclosures Required by Law
“I received a subpoena for PHI provided by our customer, so I can disclose this
information.”
• We are legally required to disclose information in certain situations, being
subpoenaed is one of them. Always follow our organization’s policies for
handling this type of disclosure.

Disclosures Requiring Authorization
“One of our employees was admitted to your facility this morning. How is he
doing?”
• Disclosing PHI to a patient’s employer without proper authorization is
illegal. All disclosures not related to the patient’s treatment, payment for
the treatment, and healthcare operations require authorization—except for
requests required by law.

Knowledge Check
Now you’ll have a chance to help employees properly use and disclose PHI. Review
the following scenarios and determine the best action to take for each situation.
Scenario 1
Manager: “I heard a rumor that one of my employees was hospitalized for
substance abuse, which may affect his work eligibility. What was he admitted for?”
Nurse: “Hmm…let me check.”
Does releasing patient information to an employer without authorization violate
HIPAA?
• Yes, authorization is required before disclosing PHI to a patient’s employer.
• No, releasing PHI to a patient’s employer is permitted if it could affect his
workplace status.

Scenario 2
Patient: “Do I need to call the insurance company myself to provide my
information? It would be great if you would call them for me!”
Employee: “No, Mrs. Jenkins. Our staff will take care of that for you.”
Is this correct?
Scenario 3
Front desk receptionist: “Eww. What a gnarly fracture!”
Is this employee violating HIPAA by viewing the x‐ray?
• Yes, they have no business need to view a patient’s x‐ray.
• No, viewing an x‐ray does not violate HIPAA.

Knowledge Check Answer Key
Scenario 1: Yes is Correct. Disclosing PHI to a patient’s employer—or even
looking at the patient’s file—is not permitted without proper authorization.
Scenario 2: No is Correct. A covered entity can share information with other
providers, pharmacies, labs, etc., involved in the patient’s care or to the
patient’s health plan to obtain payment.
Scenario 3: Yes is Correct. The receptionist does not have a business need to
view this PHI. Accessing, using, or disclosing PHI without authorization from
the patient violates HIPAA regulations.

Summary
You have completed this lesson on using and disclosing PHI. Here are the key
points covered:
• PHI can be used or disclosed to the minimum necessary for treatment,
payment, and operations purposes.
• Only those involved in the treatment, payment, or operations may share,
apply, utilize, examine, or analyze PHI.
• Most disclosures require authorization.

Rights of Individuals
Notice of Privacy Practices
HIPAA regulations are based on requirements and standards
concerning individuals' rights to their PHI. That’s why our organization
provides every patient with a Notice of Privacy Practices.
This notice must be provided to patients the first time they present for
service, whether it is in person, over the phone, or through electronic
means. A copy of this notice must also be available at every service
location for patients to review.
The Notice of Privacy Practices describes how a patient’s PHI may be
used or disclosed, as well as the rights the patient has regarding that
information. You have an ethical and legal responsibility to ensure
individual’s rights to their PHI are granted as outlined in the Notice of
Privacy Practices. Let’s take a closer look at these rights.

Rights of Individuals
Individuals have a right to:
• Inspect and request a copy of their PHI.
• Amend their PHI.
• Request an accounting of all PHI disclosures—note that
some exceptions apply.
• Request confidential communications of their PHI by
alternative means.
• Request restrictions on uses and disclosures of their PHI.
• Obtain a paper copy of the Notice of Privacy Practices.
• File a complaint regarding the privacy and security of their
PHI.

Handling Requests
You protect individuals’ rights by handling requests
appropriately, obtaining authorization for use and
disclosure when necessary, and processing complaints in
accordance with our policies. In general, all requests should
be referred to the appropriate person within our
organization.
Take a moment to explore examples of requests and the
procedures for handling these requests at EvergreenHealth.

Right to File a Complaint
“I think my PHI has been disclosed illegally.”
Your Responsibilities
In this situation, you should:
• Inform the individual of his right to file a compliant if he suspects his privacy
rights have been violated.
• Refer the complaint to the Privacy Officer.
Request to Amend Record
“The information in my health record is not correct.”
Your Responsibilities
In this situation, you should:
• Explain that the patient has a right to request an amendment, and it’s the
provider’s decision whether to accommodate the request.
• Refer the request to the HIM Operations Manager.

Written Authorization
“I need some patient information for marketing purposes.”
Your Responsibilities
In this situation, you should:
• Explain that using or disclosing PHI for marketing purposes is not allowed
under HIPAA without patient authorization.
• Explain that we would need to obtain written authorization from the
patient to use or disclose their information before fulfilling this request.
Request to Limit Access
“I’d like to limit who has access to my medical information.”
Your Responsibilities
In this situation, you should:
• Inform the individual that he has a right to request a restriction or limitation
on the PHI we use or disclose for certain specified reasons.
• Refer the request to the HIM Operations Manager. Note that our
organization is not required to agree to the restriction request in most
instances.

Knowledge Check
Now you’ll have a chance to help employees ensure that individual’s rights are
respected. Review the following scenarios and determine the best action to take for
each situation.
Scenario 1
Voice on telephone: “… and I know that I did not authorize you to share my
information! I can’t believe this is happening to me …”
What should this employee do to process this patient complaint?
• Reassure the patient that her situation will be resolved immediately.
• Transfer the call to his manager.
• Refer the complaint to the appropriate person within our organization.

Scenario 2
Employee: “I need medical information on the following patients in order
to process insurance claims.”
Does this request for information comply with HIPAA regulations?
• Yes, requesting information associated with the payment for healthcare
is allowed.
• No, only medical and legal requests for PHI are compliant with HIPAA
regulations.

Answer Key
Scenario 1: Refer the complaint is Correct. All complaints of this nature
should be referred to the appropriate person within our organization. In
most situations, this will be our Privacy Officer.
Scenario 2: Yes is Correct. Requests made for PHI that deal with obtaining
payment comply with HIPAA regulations.

Summary
You have completed this lesson on individuals' rights to their PHI. Here are
the key points covered:
• The Notice of Privacy Practices describes how patients' PHI may be used or
disclosed, as well as the rights patients have regarding that information.
• It’s your responsibility to ensure individuals’ rights to their PHI are granted
as outlined in the Notice of Privacy Practices.
• Individuals have a right to make requests and file complaints regarding the
use of their PHI, and you must ensure requests and complaints are directed to
the appropriate person.

Securing PHI
HIPAA regulations define the standards required for
securing PHI.
Our organization must maintain reasonable
administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to
protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of
PHI. All employees are required to adhere to these
safeguards to ensure that all PHI, regardless of its form
(e.g., paper, electronic, spoken, etc.), is secure.
Securing PHI not only ensures we keep our customers’
trust, but also reduces the risk of incidents—and severe
legal consequences.

Physical Safeguards
You can minimize the risk of unauthorized access to PHI by following physical
security practices in your workplace. Review some of our organization's
policies for physical security by reviewing the security controls below.
Secure Storage and Disposal
• Keep PHI out of clear view from the public (desks, copiers/fax machines)
and stored in secure areas.
• Dispose of documents and electronic media containing PHI in secured
containers.
Access Control
• Do not allow anyone to follow you into a secure location. Ensure that
anyone who enters swipes his or her badge.
• Always follow our organization’s policies for accessing PHI.
• Only discuss PHI in private settings to avoid eavesdropping.

Technical Safeguards
When accessing, storing, and/or transmitting PHI on computers, smart
phones and other electronic devices, be sure that you follow our
organization’s procedures related to:
•
•
•
•

Accessing networks.
Encrypting e‐mail and files containing PHI.
Using passwords.
Installing and modifying software.

Did You Know
There are over 370 passwords that have been identified as the most
commonly used and “hackable” passwords. Do your research, and be sure
you aren’t using one of them!

Technical Safeguards
• Use passwords that consist of a combination of characters, such as
upper and lowercase letters, numbers, and special characters.
• Set your laptop or mobile device’s screensaver to require a password
and appear automatically when the device is not in use.
• Never share your password with anyone, including family, friends, or
coworkers.
• Encrypt emails containing PHI.
• Only connect to approved and secure networks when accessing PHI.

Knowledge Check
Now you’ll have a chance to help employees secure PHI in the workplace. Review the
following scenarios and determine the best action to take for each situation.
Scenario 1
Employee 1: ““I can’t access this system with my password. I was just in the system
yesterday!”
Employee 2: “Hmm…They must be in the middle of a system update. Here, go
ahead and login as me.”
Does sharing your login credentials violate our organization’s security policy?
• Yes, you should never share your login or password with anyone.
• No, as long as you change your password immediately afterwards.
• No, you can share passwords with managers or the IT department.

Scenario 2
Employee: “Hold the door! I forgot my badge.”
Should this employee hold the door open for another employee when
entering a secured area?
• Yes, if the person is in the building, he must be a valid employee.
• Yes, but only if the employee has valid ID.
• No, all employees need to scan their badges to enter the secured area.

Answer Key
Scenario 1: Yes is Correct. It is against our security policy to share your
password with anyone, regardless of their position in our organization.
Sharing passwords allows unauthorized people to access information, which
violates HIPAA regulations.
Scenario 2: No is Correct. It is a security violation to allow anyone to follow
you into a secure location. Ensure that anyone who enters scans his or her
badge.

Summary
You have completed this lesson on securing PHI. Here are the key
points covered:
• All employees are responsible for protecting PHI.
• Always follow our organization’s procedures for accessing,
transmitting, storing, securing, and disposing of PHI.

Enforcement and Breach Notification
HIPAA Enforcement and Penalties
In addition to specifying the ways that PHI must be protected, HIPAA
regulations also contain specific penalties for failing to protect PHI. Any
improper release, acquisition, use, or disclosure of PHI may be a
violation of HIPAA regulations.
These types of incidents not only violate individuals’ privacy rights—
and their trust in our organization—but also may have severe
consequences ranging from significant fines to criminal penalties.
Monetary penalties and legal sanctions exist to prevent incidents from
occurring and also provide consequences for those who violate HIPAA
rules and regulations.
Everyone in our organization is legally obligated and accountable for
following HIPAA regulations as well as our organization’s Information
Security and Privacy policies and procedures.

Types of Violations
The biggest risks to maintaining the privacy and security of PHI usually occur from
within our organization. We must protect against violations, whether caused by a lack
of someone following the appropriate procedures, or by a malicious attempt to steal
information.
HIPAA legislation increases the penalty amounts based on the level and intent of a
breach of information.
All incidents are classified and penalized according to their type. Examples include:
• Faxing a document containing PHI to the wrong number.
• Sending lab results to the wrong patient.
• Giving discharge instructions to the wrong patient.
• Leaving a computer logged on and unattended.
• Leaving passwords in plain view of others.
• Using electronic PHI without the proper security controls.

Social Media
EvergreenHealth recognizes the value of social media, and also the added
risks of HIPAA violations that it can cause. Multiple facilities have
terminated employees after pictures or stories of patients were posted to
social media sites.
Staff should at all times use social networking in a manner consistent
with the EvergreenHealth Code of Conduct, as well as policies, laws and
privacy regulations in order to minimize risk. Let’s look at some best
practices:

Social Media
What to avoid:

Best practices:

Posting pictures of patients

Do not list our organization in your
employment section

Complaining about patients while
complaining about your job
Blowing off steam after a hard day, such as
posting an experience with a difficult
patient
Commenting on new stories about patients
who are being treated
Letting people know who you are caring for
Adding information to threads others have
started

Do not reference events that happen at
work
Keep social media conversations with co‐
workers limited to personal, non‐work
events
Do not send pictures of patients to your
friends, or post them
Do not add of follow any patients you
met through work
Report inappropriate use to
privacy@evergreenhealth.com or your
supervisor.

Breach Notification
To comply with HIPAA, our organization must investigate all incidents in which
PHI has been improperly accessed, acquired, used, or disclosed. This
requirement applies to all forms of PHI and includes all unauthorized types of
access and disclosures— inside and outside of our organization.
In many cases we must also notify individuals of the incident.
To ensure we fulfill these requirements, you are responsible for promptly
reporting suspect actions – no matter how minor they may appear – through
our incident reporting process.
Did You Know?
If an incident affects more than 500 people, our organization must notify the media.

Knowledge Check
Now you’ll have a chance to help employees report incidents in the workplace.
Review the following scenarios and determine the best action to take for each
situation.
Scenario 1
Employee: “Uh oh. I just e‐mailed a patient’s contact information to the wrong
address…”
What should this employee do?
• Wait to see if the e‐mail bounces back before doing anything.
• Nothing. Mistakes like this happen all the time.
• Consider this to be an incident and report it.

Scenario 2
Employee: “Who threw this patient’s contact information away in the regular
garbage? I wonder who saw this…”
What should this employee do?
• Nothing. No one will ever see it beyond the facility.
• Remove the record from the trash can and report the incident.
• Notify the patient immediately.

Answer Key
Scenario 1: Report this incident is Correct. Although mistakes do happen,
sending PHI to an unauthorized party is an incident and, by law, must be
reported.
Scenario 2: Remove and report is Correct. Finding unsecured PHI is a
violation. The PHI needs to be secured and the incident needs to be reported
immediately.

Summary
You have completed this lesson on HIPAA enforcement and
notification. Here are the key points covered:
• An incident is defined as the suspected or known improper access,
acquisition, use, or disclosure of PHI.
• Everyone in our organization is responsible and accountable for
following our organization’s procedures for safeguarding PHI and
promptly reporting incidents.
• To comply with HIPAA, our organization must investigate all
suspected or known privacy incidents in which PHI may have been
improperly accessed, acquired, used, or disclosed.

Congratulations! You’ve completed this training on
HIPAA regulations and compliance.

Summary of the key points
• HIPAA requires us to keep patients' information secure and private.
• You must follow our organization’s policies and procedures when
using, disclosing, transmitting, storing, or requesting PHI to ensure that
individuals’ rights are respected.
• PHI may be used and disclosed to the minimum necessary for
treatment, payment, and healthcare operations purposes.
• Unauthorized access of PHI has severe consequences to our patients
and our organization, and you are obligated to comply with HIPAA
standards to ensure PHI remains secure.
• You have a responsibility to identify and promptly report privacy and
security incidents using our organization’s reporting policies and
procedures.

Resources
Privacy questions, complaints, requests and incidents should be reported to our
Privacy Officer. Our Information Security and Privacy policies are located in
Lucidoc.
Privacy Officer: Richard A Meeks, CHC, CCEP
Compliance Hotline: 425‐899‐5599
Email: Privacy@evergreenhealthcare.org

Remember, HIPAA compliance begins with you!

HIPAA Assessment
1. When you comply with HIPAA standards, what are you ensuring?
a. Patients have unlimited access and control over their health information.
b. Patients have legal rights regarding who can access and use their PHI.
c. Our organization has implemented the proper security controls required by law.
d. Our organization has the final say on who can access our patients and/or customers’
PHI.
2. You attempt to log in to an unattended computer but notice one of your coworkers is still
logged in with their credentials. What should you do?
a. Log out of the computer and log back in with your credentials.
b. Stay logged in as your coworker—you will only be using the computer for a minute.
c. Ask around to see if anyone else has used the computer.
d. Log out and report the situation to the Privacy Officer.
3. You are eating lunch in a public place with a coworker who begins to tell you details about
a patient’s condition. Is this permitted?
a. Yes, if you have an authorized need to know.
b. Yes, as long as she doesn’t disclose the patient’s name.
c. No, only your coworker and her patient are legally allowed to discuss the patient’s
condition.
d. No, even if you have an authorized need to know, you should never discuss PHI in a
public place where others may hear.
4. You receive a medical file containing a patient name, address, e-mail address, injury report,
and automobile VIN number. Which of the information is PHI?
a. The patient name
b. The patient name, address, and e-mail address
c. All of the information is PHI
d. None of the information is PHI
5. What’s your responsibility in protecting PHI?
a. To know and follow our organization’s HIPAA security and privacy policies and
procedures for safeguarding PHI.
b. Limited, the person who gave me the PHI is responsible for its protection.
c. To know what it is and report violations as needed.
d. None, I don’t ever work with PHI.
6. True or False: You are only liable for securing physical or electronic forms of PHI.
a. True—having conversations about PHI is just part of our business and requires no
security controls.
b. False—reasonable safeguards need to be taken to secure all PHI, regardless of its
form.

7. To what extent can you access, use or disclose PHI?
a. To the minimum degree necessary required for treatment, payment, and health care
operations.
b. To the minimum degree necessary to ensure a profit for the organization.
c. To the extent necessary to fulfill authorizations allowed by the patient.
d. Generally, if you can access PHI, you can use it.
8. You just learned from Facebook that your friend had an accident and they may be in the
hospital. You’re concerned about them and want to know if they are OK. What can you
do (select all that apply)?
a. Contact a mutual friend to find out what they might know.
b. Call the Operators to inquire of their presence.
c. Contact Health Information Management (HIM) to get a copy of information.
d. Look them up in the system to see what happened.
9. You receive a patient complaint that their privacy has been violated. What should you do?
a. Try to resolve the situation.
b. Direct the complaint to the appropriate person in the organization (the Privacy
Officer).
c. Determine if it is a valid complaint and then report it as necessary.
d. Nothing—complaints are a natural part of business operations.
10. A coworker asks you to provide him with PHI for one of his employees. He isn’t authorized
to access the information himself, but assures you he has no malicious intent. Should you
do this?
a. Yes, because he is a coworker, he has a business need.
b. Yes, if he has no malicious intent, there’s no harm in doing a favor.
c. No, you can’t be sure he won’t use this information illegally.
d. No, providing this information—regardless of intent—is against the law and could
result in massive legal repercussions.

Note: 80% correct is required to pass this assessment.
Name (Please Print):
Signature:

Date:

Score:

Reviewed and updated 6/7/18.
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WORKFORCE
CONFIDENTIALITY AND SECURITY AGREEMENT
Through your association with EvergreenHealth, you may have access to confidential information such as patient, financial
and/or business information (EH Information). The purpose of this Agreement is to help you understand your personal
obligation regarding EH Information. Signed acknowledgement of this form is required to receive network or application
credentials (user ID and password) for EvergreenHealth systems. This Agreement applies to all members of
EvergreenHealth’s workforce, including all employees, members of the Medical Staff, temporary and contract employees,
volunteers and students.
EH Information is valuable and sensitive and is protected by law, such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Washington Uniform Healthcare Information Act that protects patient information contained
within healthcare information systems, and by EvergreenHealth policies. Inappropriate access or disclosure of EH
Information may result in termination of contract and/or loss of privileges, and may also constitute a crime that is punishable
by fines and/or imprisonment.
Accordingly, as a condition of and in consideration for granting you access to EH Information, you acknowledge and agree:
1. You will not access EH Information you have no legitimate need to know or for which you are not an authorized user.
You will not access the records of your family members or friends except for assigned job-related duties. When
accessing a patient’s records, you agree to access only the minimum necessary information to satisfy your job role
and/or the need of the request.
2. You will not use, disclose, copy, release, sell, loan, review, alter, post online, destroy or forward EH Information
except as necessary to perform your duties for EvergreenHealth and/or as expressly authorized by existing policy,
contractual agreement or an authorized representative of EvergreenHealth.
3. You will not use another user’s system credentials to access EvergreenHealth systems or reveal your system
credentials to anyone for any reason. By signing below, you expressly agree to the following statement: I accept
personal responsibility and understand that I will be held accountable for all activities that occur through
my system credentials.
4. If you have knowledge of any inappropriate access, use or disclosure of EH Information you will report it immediately
to your supervisor and the EvergreenHealth Privacy Office at privacy@evergreenhealth.com or 425.899.5599.
5. You will not seek personal benefit or permit others to benefit personally from EH Information you obtain through your
association with EvergreenHealth, whether or not you were authorized to obtain the information.
6. You understand and agree (i) all EH Information, regardless of the media on which it is stored (paper, electronic,
video, etc.), the system in which it is processed (computer, voice mail, telephone, fax machine, etc.), or the method
by which it is transmitted (electronically, face to face conversation, facsimile, etc.) is EvergreenHealth property and
may not be used or disclosed inappropriately or for personal gain; (ii) you have no expectation or right of privacy in
anything created in, stored on, sent by or received through any EvergreenHealth system; and (iii) EvergreenHealth
has the right to inspect or monitor information and transactions on its systems at any time and to use and disclose
any information found in its systems for any purpose it deems appropriate.
7. You agree to comply with all laws regarding the privacy and security of personal and/or protected health information,
including but not limited to 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164 (HIPAA) and chapter 70.02 RCW, and with applicable
EvergreenHealth policies that are made available to you.
8. You agree your duty to maintain the confidentiality of the EH Information you obtained through association with
EvergreenHealth will continue indefinitely, even after you no longer have access to EvergreenHealth systems.
By signing below, you acknowledge EvergreenHealth actively monitors and reviews information and transactions in
its systems. Inappropriate access or disclosure of EH Information may result in termination of contract, loss of
privileges and/or civil or criminal penalties, and you agree to the following statement:

I HAVE READ, UNDERSTAND AND AGREE TO ABIDE BY THE TERMS OF THIS AGREEMENT
Signed

Print Full Name

Date

Department

Students & Volunteers: must provide a 4digit code to be used as Identification when
calling the help desk (Required if accessing
EH systems)

Supervisor

RN Student and Clinical Instructor Scope of Practice

I. Medications
RN Student and Clinical Instructor Medication ACCESS
Not Allowed
RN Student
Schedule II & III
controlled substances

Instructor
Schedule II & III
controlled substances

Allowed
RN Student
Non-controlled
medications

Instructor
Non-controlled
medications

Allowed after Cerner Automated
Drug Despensing (ADD) training

RN Student Medication ADMINISTRATION
Not Allowed
*Schedule II& III controlled substances (any
route)

Allowed
Medications given by non-parenteral routes
(excluding*)

IV:
Insulin drips
Heparin drips
Vasopressors
Code drugs
1st dose antibiotics

IV maintenance fluids

IV antibiotics (after 1st dose)
IM & SQ injections

*Schedule Substance Definitions:
Schedule II (CII) Substances


The controlled substances in this schedule have a high abuse potential with severe psychological or
physical dependence liability, but have accepted medical use in the U.S. CII controlled substances consist
of certain narcotic, stimulant, and depressant drugs. Some examples of CII narcotics are: opium,
1
morphine, codeine, hydromorphone (Dilaudid) , methadone, meperidine (Demerol), cocaine, oxycodone
(Percodan), anileridine (Lertine), the immediate precursor phenylacetone (P-2-P), and oxymorphine
(Numorphan). Also in CII are the stimulants amphetamine (Dexedrine), methamphetamine (Desoxyn),
phenmetrazine (Preludine), and methylphenidate (Ritalin); the depressants amobarbital, pentobarbital,
secobarbital; and fentanyl (Sublimaze), etorphine hydrochloride, and phencyclidine (PCP).

Updated 7/26/16 JD

Schedule III (CIII) Substances




The controlled substances in this schedule have an abuse potential and dependence liability less than
those in CI and CII, and have an accepted medical use in the U.S. They include preparations containing
limited quantities of certain narcotic drugs, and other nonnarcotic drugs such as: derivatives of barbituric
acid, except those that are listed in
another schedule, glutethimide (Doriden), methyprylon (Noludar), nalorphine, benzphetamine,
chlorphentermine, clortermine, and phendimetrazine.

Schedule IV (CIV) Substances


The controlled substances in this schedule have an abuse potential and dependence liability less than
those listed in CIII and have an accepted medical use in the U.S. They include such drugs as: barbital,
phenobarbital, methylphenobarbital, chloral hydrate, ethchlorvynol (Placidyl), ethinamate, (Valmid),
paraldehyde, methohexital, fenfluramine, diethylproprion, phentermine, chlordiazepoxide (Librium),
diazepam (Valium), oxazepam (Serax), clorazepate (Tranxene), flurazepam (Dalmane), lorazepam (Ativan),
alprazolam (Xanax), temazepam (Restoril), triazolam (Halcion), mebutamate, dextropropoxyphene
(Darvon), and petazocine (Talwin).

Schedule V (CV) Substances


The controlled substances in this schedule have an abuse potential and dependence liability less than
those listed in CIV and have an accepted medical use in the U.S. They are often available without
prescription, and include preparations containing limited quantities of certain narcotic drugs generally for
antitussive and antidiarrheal purposes. Buprenorphine is also a CV drug.

NarcStation Inventory List:
Controlled Substance Schedule
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule II (C-II)
Schedule III (C-III)
Schedule III (C-III)
Schedule III (C-III)
Schedule III (C-III)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Updated 7/26/16 JD

Examples
Amphetamine-Dextroamphetamine
Acetaminophen-hydrocodone
Acetaminophen-oxycodone
Belladonna-opium (B&O) suppository
Cocaine (topical solution)
Dextroamphetamine
Fentanyl
Hydromorphone
Meperidine
Methadone
Methylphenidate
Morphine
Oxycodone
Remifentanil
Sufentanil
Acetaminophen-Codeine 300 mg-30 mg
Dronabinol
Testosterone
Ketamine
Alprazolam
Butorphanol tartrate

Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule IV (C-IV)
Schedule V (C-V)
Schedule V (C-V)
Schedule V (C-V)
Schedule V (C-V)

Carisoprodol
Chlordiazepoxide
Clonazepam
Diazepam
Lorazepam
Midazolam
Modafinil
Temazepam
Triazolam
Tramadol
Zolpidem
Diphenoxylate-atropine (Lomotil)
Guaifenesin/codeine 100 mg/10 mg/5 mL
Lacosamide
Pregablin (Lyrica)

*For complete list of controlled substances please refer to Micromedex

II. Procedures
RN Student Patient Care PROCEDURES
Not Allowed (observation only)
Point of Care testing (i.e. iStat,
glucometer, etc.)
IV fluid warming
Blood administration
Swallow screening
Access or de-access ports or
passports
Discontinue epidural or central lines
Handle or document care of
restraints
Confirm, take or enter orders
Vaginal exams (excluding Sr.
Practicum)
Waste or count medications
Clear end of shift IV infusion totals
Cosign or peer check medication
Program or change setting in an
epidural pump or PCA
Conscious/procedural sedation
Care for Wound Infiltrations
Central line dressing changes
Updated 7/26/16 JD

Allowed with Direct
Allowed**
Supervision*
Medication administration
Documenting patient care
and documentation
Insertion or discontinuation of Patient ADLs
urinary catheters
Insertion or discontinuation of Patient assessments
NG tubes
Tube feeding
administration
Simple dressing changes
Peripheral IV starts
First post-op dressing
change
Hand-off reporting
Vaginal exam (Sr Practicum
only)
CPR

*It is up to the discretion of the assigned RN whether or not a student may perform an allowed
procedure. The ability to perform these procedures will vary depending on the student's competency
level, course level and nursing program limitations.
**Allowed procedures must be directly supervised by clinical instructor or assigned RN when
performed by students for the 1st time.

Updated 7/26/16 JD

Clinical Objectives: Must be completed for each clinical shift

Clinical Objectives: Must be completed for each clinical shift

assignment

assignment

Date:

Date:

Student Name:

Student Name:

Nursing School:

Nursing School:

Quarter in Nursing School:

Quarter in Nursing School:

Instructor Name:

Instructor Name:

Instructor Contact Number/Pager:

Instructor Contact Number/Pager:

Time(s) on unit:

Time(s) on unit:

Number of patients:

Time(s) off unit:
Acuity/complexity of patients:

Number of patients:

Time(s) off unit:
Acuity/complexity of patients:

Clinical Goals for today (What will you do for your patient/s today?
Are there any specific tasks you would like to do?):


Clinical Goals for today (What will you do for your patient/s today?
Are there any specific tasks you would like to do?):


















Students May Not:
√Waste medications, count drugs, clear end of shift totals √ Confirm, take or enter
orders √ Perform point of care testing √ Program or make any changes in an epidural
pump or PCA √ Hang TPN √ Warm of any kind of fluids √ Perform conscious
/procedural sedation √ Deliver chemotherapy √ Perform care for wound infiltrations
√ Verify, check or administer blood products √ Perform swallow screens √ Dose IV drip
medication such as heparin, insulin etc. √ Access or de-access ports or passports
√ Discontinue epidural lines or central lines √ Perform vaginal exams (non-Sr. Practicum)
√ Handle or document care of restraints

Students May Not:
√Waste medications, count drugs, clear end of shift totals √ Confirm, take or enter
orders √ Perform point of care testing √ Program or make any changes in an epidural
pump or PCA √ Hang TPN √ Warm of any kind of fluids √ Perform conscious
/procedural sedation √ Deliver chemotherapy √ Perform care for wound infiltrations
√ Verify, check or administer blood products √ Perform swallow screens √ Dose IV
drip medication such as heparin, insulin etc. √ Access or de-access ports or passports
√ Discontinue epidural lines or central lines √ Perform vaginal exams (non-Sr. Practicum)
√ Handle or document care of restraints

School Specific Prohibitions:

School Specific Prohibitions:

